Press release
Automobilia Ladenburg Auction
11&12 May 2018 - in the Seidel Ladenburg
auction house
The Seidel auction house is presenting two seperate
catalogues during its Spring Auction 2018. Firstly, as
usual, there will be a catalogue featuring automobile
rarites from almost every manufacturer under the sun,
and also a separate special "racing only" catalogue this deals exclusively with the subject of motor racing.
This catalogue will feature numerous highlights,
including part of the catalogue which is dedicated to the
racing career enjoyed by Dieter Schornstein. In
addition, all the numerous trophies won by the
exceptional racing driver Alberto Ascari will be available
for bidding. In addition numerous photo albums,
exceptional photographs, racing sport spare parts,
racing suits worn by Derek Bell, Hans Joachim Stuck,
Timo Bernhard and other motorsport giants will be
available for bidding.
The special catalogue alone contains 1000 lots. The
automobile catalogue also stands out with rarities such
as a private photo album owned by Laura Ferrari - Enzo
Ferrari's wife. Rare sales catalogue items, for example
sales folders from the Daimler Motor Company from the
year 1909, a sales catalogue from Emile Roger (the
first Benz Motor Car salesman abroad) are also
available. One specific batch will certainly be very
special - a document entitled "Confirmation of fusion
between the Daimler Motor Company and the Benz &
Cie company (entry in commercial register)".
Furthermore numerous rare posters such as the

Klausenrennen 1934, Grand Prix Bern 1939, Grand Prix
Bern 1937, an event poster for the Automobile
Exhibition Berlin 1905 ... and the whole thing is
rounded off with a catalogue containing many spare
parts and accessories in addition to engines such as a
Porsche 356 1600 Carrera engine. The catalogue set
includes more than 4000 lots in total!
Catalogue orders are being accepted as from now:
info@automobilia-ladenburg.de
Tel.: 0049(0)6203957776
Mobile: 0049(0)15233772573
The catalogue set costs €25 plus postage
If you require more information you can contact us
every day between 08:30 and 16:30 on:
0049(0)6203957777 (office)
0049(0)6203 9381612. (warehouse)

